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SWEDISH SAYING OF THE WEEK

Bättre en fågel i handen än tio i skogen. – Better a bird in hand then 10 in the forest.

COMPETITIONS

Moving education design competition

Moving Education is a competition that explores new ways of integrating movement in second level learning environments. We are calling all thinkers and doers, solvers and makers, dreamers and pragmatists to submit ideas that can transform, revolutionize and disrupt the current understanding of second level learning environments.

This competition invites submissions that explore the potential of movement in second level learning environments and how it can support physical and mental wellbeing and enrich the learning experience. We welcome multidisciplinary submissions that could range from product or furniture design, architectural/interior scheme, user interface or app, tools for educators through to a behavioural change strategy, service design solution or a communication campaign.

€5,000 of the €15,000 will be awarded to the overall winner or winning team.

The remaining €10,000 of the €15,000 will be awarded amongst successful shortlisted participants. www.movingeducation.net

Chicco smart baby lunch

Chicco invites you to explore the world of childhood developing the new line of products dedicated to mealtime. The challenge consists in identifying smart and innovative solutions able to meet the parents’ need of preserving, carrying and giving food outdoors, granting parents and children the same peacefulness and comfort found in the “eating ritual” done at home.

Registration and submission of competition entries: 07th of January 2014

Price: 2000€

more information and the full design brief on desall.com/Contest/Smart-baby-lunch/Brief
Visit the UID Facebook page! http://www.facebook.com/uid
Tweet with UID with: #lifeatuid
Or follow us: @wozzop
Check out the UID vimeo pages: vimeo.com/uid & vimeo.com/ixdumea

CREDITS
Thanks for your contributions.
Future articles & photos can be sent to: wozzop@gmail.com by Thursday evenings.
We love hearing from you!!
Editor: Stephanie Knödler
Graphic Designer: Stephanie Knödler
Contributions: Filipe Ligabue, Anders Sandström

SINGLE SUBJECT COURSE
Tjänstedesign/Service design,
Strategisk design och roduktutveckling
/Strategic design and product development.

KITCHEN CLEANING
APD ONE
WORKSHOP CLEANING
BA THREE

10 words or less about yourself:
I’m a 24 year old lad with a misfitting temporary mustache?

Something most people do not know about you:
I drink about 13 liters of milk every week...

The New Black in TV / MOVIES:
The old black would be the canceled sci-fi show “The Event”

The New Black in DESIGN:
The “Assistent” from Ankarsrum - Great engineering and retro design

The New Black on the WEB / Books / Magazines:
Mission Workshop apparaus. Nice stuff

10 words or less about yourself:
Visionary, kind, ambitious and patience.

Something most people do not know about you:
Dream job is pilot, but my family not agreed. LOL
Live in a small island at South China Ocean

The New Black in TV / MOVIES:
Man of steel

The New Black in DESIGN:
BMW 6 Series Coupe Concept designed by Nader Faghihzadeh

The New Black on the WEB / Books / Magazines:
www.laurentnivalle.fr/
www.fenoria.com/
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TRANSPARENT SPECIMENTS
by iori tomita

Japanese artist iori tomita transforms the scientific technique of preserving and dying organism specimens into an art form with his series, ‘shinsekai [toumei hyouhon]’
shinsekai-th.com
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INSIDE INSIDES
by andy ellison

Animated Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Foods
insideinsides.blogspot.co.uk/

Artichoke left
Ugli fruit right
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THE MONSTERS ENGINE book

What children’s drawings would look like if they were painted realistically.

“It began at the Jersey Shore in 1998, where my niece Jessica often filled my sketchbook with doodles. While I stared at them, I wondered if color, texture and shading could be applied for a 3D effect. As a painter, I made cartoons look three dimensional every day for the likes of Marvel and DC comics, so why couldn’t I apply those same techniques to a kid’s drawing? That was it… no research, no years of toil, just the curiosity of seeing Jessica’s drawings come to life.”

The Monsters engine is a 48 page book which can be bought on amazon.
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FUTURE TRAVELLING

TD ONE assignment

Two project leaders working for the municipality of Umeå asked local school kids to envision the future of sustainable transportation. TD ONEs task would be to go through 50+ drawings, sort the most interesting ones and then re-create them based on your knowledge and instincts. Sketches, renderings, animated 3D models...the approach is open. The resulting material will be exhibited with posters and eventual videos in the middle of January (Umeå2014). The final results will be published in wozzop. More info at cultumea.com/blog/uncategorized/framtidsfordon/
A FIELD GUIDE to TYPESTACHES

MR. INTERSTATE  MR. HELVETICA BOLD  MR. Goudy Old Style  MR. COPPERPLATE  MR. WIDE LATIN
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MR. TIMES  MR. FUTURA  MR. VERDANA  MR. FILOSOFIA  MR. BASKERVILLE

MOVEMBER PUB
FRIDAY 29TH

emergency moustache